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Seeding a New Awareness – not giving the answers 

The world is changing. Humanity is changing. Many challenges are ahead of us as the other planes of reality 

come our way. For people, centered in the everyday human mindset, these changes will not be noticeable 

other than in the forms of new sciences and governance, and for others, having prepared for this for years 

and years, the tide is changing and the wave of energies of the other realities and worlds are affecting our 

energy system in profound ways. This will open for new levels of perception and understanding of what it 

means to be human. 

 

This is not just a battle for the continuation of humanity; it is just as much a battle for the continuation of 

our higher order possibilities as an advanced civilization, ready to boarder the worlds to come. To get there, 

humanity must learn to work as a planetary team, expressing our diversity as a chosen tool to reach the 

absolute potentials of what we were meant to be, and yet recognizing that we are equals because we work 

for the same goals, and in that we support each other in the joint goal of progression of awareness, our 

original consciousness abilities and with the goal of generating a better world for all implicated. We must 

overcome our focus on the differences and focus on the tasks at hand and how to solve these. 

 

We must progress and activate our full potentials, and do the needed work to be able to change our world. 

 

Many good people have worked with the alien agenda, and the deeper implications of these intersecting 

parallel system races. However, we must go even further into the exploration of the otherworldly sciences, 

their laws of reality and reality dynamics to really get what is going on here. In my opinion, we cannot apply 

our sciences to the other worlds, and not until we implement that understanding will we be left in the dark. 

Much more to learn and much more to investigate, and we are already lightyears behind.  

 

There are so many bids to what the alien agenda is about. Perhaps it is time to investigate it from the angle 

of direct communication – knowing that manipulation and advanced telepathic skillsets are needed – 

would be a better approach instead of the current method, where we try to understand via what we have 

observed? This method has its pitfalls, one of them being our innate need to project how we perceive the 

world unto their realities. We must see things as they truly are. Not what we want them to be. 

 

It begins with our abilities to communicate with the other worlds, and with that, the abilities to investigate 

within realms of different reality dynamics, laws of energy and reality sciences. Naturally, we also must 

learn what is the content of our own minds and energy fields, since the exploration of the other worlds is 

done via the higher order senses and faculties of mind and energy, as well as the ability to navigate, 

perceive, interpret, and comprehend what we sense, see, and encounter, via our energy system.  

 

On the Discourse of the Hidden Realities 

The first fact is that most do not know the full extent of the hidden realities and the alien reality programs, 

although many has looked at the diverse theories on this topic. Nevertheless, it must be understood that 

most of this information is distorted deliberately. And, it must also be taken into consideration that these 

concepts and ideas are based upon the notions that we are dealing with humans like you and me, and not 

realizing that these groups of in-program humans are part of something hidden, an inner reality, secret for 

most with programs beyond their wildest fantasies. Of course, everybody has heard of the spiritual worlds 

but that is a sort of a distorted concept of a semi-human inner reality where the souls go and not a huge 
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inner reality inhabited by many off world humans and humanoids from other parallel universes, having 

used our world for their own benefit, production, and exploitation.  

 

The breakdown of the old hierarchal and hidden reality programs is beginning to show on the outside, in 

the forms of environmental changes and the collapse of the cultural institutions and ideologies. It is so, 

because as no one maintains the outer jurisdictions of the old density 2 middle domain (4D-6D) races, the 

leftovers are in free fall between the remaining off world races – often not so smart as the Elite, they used 

to be controlled by – and the other groups of exploiters trying to accrete what they can from our system, 

and transfer it (or link it up) to their own systems. We could call these groups for scavengers or tomb 

raiders. This level of chaos will rise in the years to come, and only the resilient ones amongst humanity will 

prevail in these future settings. 

 

Thus, we have an inner world in steep downfall and competition of the remaining clans and factions, trying 

to get as much of the old trade systems as possible in the hidden realities, and this reflects into the outer 

world as well. The density 3 races inner domain (7D-9D) and their new operations are the challenges yet to 

come. Right now, they are positioning themselves, chewing their way in bit by bit, and are working via the 

human technologically oriented groups inside our reality. They have sided up with, in other words, the 

many groups that are pro-transhuman agenda. 

 

Humanity will go on with business as usual, unknowingly, and ignorant of the hidden realities until the big 

issues are so BIG that they cannot be denied, such as the weather modification programs that automatically 

power on, upheld by alien technology, because nobody turned this off when they left, leading to weather 

disturbances and imbalances. The weakening, and later collapse, of the planetary magnetic field because 

the core technologies are deteriorating. Or the density 2 programs of human genome modification, or the 

remaining 5D cubes of the 1950-1980 military projects etc. The list goes on. 

 

Humanity will proceed with their normal lives, working in companies and doing their jobs, focusing on 

driving a business run on monetary principles of exploitation, creating consumer markets where people can 

buy and sell their goods, whether people need these goods or not. It is an artificially generated market 

based upon an implemented idea of the need for goods and luxury, more than quality of life, the ability to 

develop our consciousness and learning to handle energy. Tools, that will be the most important of all in 

the years to come. What good does a materialistic good do when the technologies upholding our world is 

falling apart, and with that, what upholds the human programs? 

 

So, What Are We to Do?  

Is it embarking on the ascension programs, where we are promised to get back to a soul state in a fluffy 

utopia world based upon outdated spiritual principles? Are we to be cling on to the hope of other races 

taking us to the 5D? Or are we to grow as a race into a consciousness-based race, having the ability of 

telepathy, influence on the hidden technologies, the ability to work with holographic-radiation-vibration 

energies in a scientific way understanding reality holograms, semi-to fully artificial reality constructions 

based upon holographic principles of possibilities and probabilities (not quantum), code streams and code 

sheets? Working to become able to communicate with the other human races placed in universes parallel 

to ours from mind to mind, sharing complex information as packages of energy and field sciences?  
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Being a true human has nothing to do with spirituality or being soul infused. The true human-humanoids of 

our solar system used to be highly advanced races, building constructions such as the Pillar Project, into 

which different types of engineered vessels could learn to administer energy and consciousness. This 

universal structure used to have 12 realities, reengineered to each hold 5 domains with technologies and 

developmental programs, of which 4 domains would be the reality fields, or play grounds, of development 

of consciousness potentials via the transformational processes of energy, and the 5th domain would be the 

exit reality to other systems. 

 

This universal structure, as it is now, is thus assisted in its progression dynamics using technology and 

developmental programs. The goal was to assist large groups of the humanoid races in their endeavor to 

master and develop their outdated code systems and energy system configurations. We must conclude that 

this project has failed. It was never meant to continue to the degree it has. 

 

As I see it, we face the following challenges, which we are to step up to: 

 

- Where does humanity, as a race, belong in terms of a future among other universal human races? 

- What needs to be developed to get humanity able to achieve that? 

- What needs to be learned? 

- Does the current humanity have the skills for that? 

 

We must look at the resources we have now. The world, we are living in, and most humans that are barely 

half up to speed with the worlds, they soon are to become part of and in this, only a portion of humanity is 

ready for the work of developing consciousness and energy to be able to face up to the future challenges.  

 

As always, this is a work for the few. This is not a work that can be proclaimed as a known issue, i.e. the still 

running technologies of the alien races, slowly dismantling the outer world in manipulated business 

programs, developmental programs, bending and seeding the human minds into these programs being 

overseen by technologies, artificial control systems and semi-conscious technologies being programmed 

with all from religion to economics (such a semi-conscious control devise is called a source and it holds the 

genetics of the humans it controls), and the humans not knowing how to operate, and shut this down.  

 

The worst enemy of humanity is not the current childish world leaders, not really knowing how to run a 

world but only how to promote themselves in ways that make people like them, to be a bit harsh, taking 

care of our world in an old setup. Or business leaders that only know how to exploit the resources with the 

goal of making more money. No, the worst enemy is the alien inserted technologies, the mess left by the 

aliens and the genetic human projects that are breaking down in most of present-day humanity. 

 

The Alien Technologies 

These technologies are based upon semi-consciousness link up. In the outer worlds, we are barely up to 

speed with artificial intelligence, network thinking processes and robotic technology. The current forms of 

computers, Wi-fi technologies etc. are stone age technologies in terms of the alien technology that were 

implemented into the existing human advanced technologies and developmental programs (the real solar 

system technology to run the worlds). All run by electric energy and machines to be touched, or controlled 

by other machines. 
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The original solar system technology run on genetic programming and they are linked to the developmental 

programs behind the organic vessel. The organic vessel, to be utilized in our system, is engineered, and 

holds holographic-radiation (light) and vibration (sound) fields, with code systems of consciousness and 

energy. These generate a multilayered energy system into which different developmental programs and 

technologies can be connected, for good and for ill, to lift or decrease the progression rate. These 

technologies can be utilized to maintain, upgrade, and unfold the code sheets, transforming the electro-

chemical milieu of the current version of the human body and hence the perception level, brain, and 

cellular structure to enable more capacity for consciousness progression.  

 

At the same time, in the original Pillar Project progression programs, the integrated consciousness came 

from the inner human, still present in the hidden real worlds or workstations only integrating a portion of 

the real human consciousness and energy into the outer world simulation vessels. These inner humans 

would then oversee and assist the outer version of themselves in inner guidance and communication. 

Sometimes, in some of the worlds, a sub-consciousness personality was integrated into the engineered 

vessel and the inner human would then let the vessel develop on its own, only overseeing it from time to 

time, to develop in unforeseen ways. Our world was primarily run that way. 

 

Now, these workstations were shut down eons ago, as the old human races shifted into other universes 

and the developmental programs only run on a very low rate of progression compared to the original ones, 

and these low progression programs were interfered with by the incoming humanoid alien races after 

WW2. And on top of that, the old technologies, keeping our reality running, have been messed with. 

 

The Mess of the Aliens 

The aliens have left a bit of a mess for us to clear up. They have not shut down their technologies, such as 

the artificial weather control programs and chemtrails (using holographic planes that can go in and out of 

manifestation), the hidden technologies controlling the human mindset and the inventions, humans were 

supposed to do in the near-future to accommodate the planned futures of the alien-human military 

projects. These are still in operation, leading humanity down a path where there are no leaders to lead 

them, no aliens to greet them and no prospected development of an alien-human reality to unfold. The 

technologies will run on their own, getting more and more malfunctional as the alien-human genetic 

template breaks down, and with it the semi-conscious control devises of the aliens, getting more and more 

out of control.  

 

The Breaking Down Genetic Alien-human Templates 

The post war alien-human military projects did a lot of bad engineering on the original human genetic 

template, messing it up with humanoid genetics, which do not go well with the human genetics. This will 

generate a lot of side effects into the human organism, mind and emotions as the genetics break down, 

begin to produce residuals, or link up to the run amok hidden alien technology and developmental 

programs. Now, for most this will just seem as time is going faster, that humans are getting more stressed, 

that the raise of aggression is due to pressure, lack of money, governmental issues or whatever. The fact is 

that the template structure is breaking down making these humans go volatile and irrational. 
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Hopefully this will only be in special instances but I also know that special organizations such the new order 

of the ages (Annuit Coeptis Novus Ordo Seclorum for short NOA)1 foresaw a different future in American 

with riots, total break down and so forth and because of this, left our planet in late 2016 instead of waiting 

for the 2021 date, they originally had set.  

 

NOA has created, since WW2, their new humanity and shipped them off planet, as well as ensured that a 

portion of human military projects in so-called sleeper villages, in the outskirts of America, that were set to 

activate on their own in 2019. That did not happen due to the Orion AI attempted takeover from 2018-

2021.  

 

Activation of the inserted alien genetics, such as Pleadian-Sirian genetics were to activate and integrate into 

the selected humans, merging with the existing personality matrix, unfolding a new type of human with 

technical, educational, and scientific knowledge like the other human Pleiadian-Sirian races.  

 

The plan was that portions of humans would activate outside the main cities, where the structures were to 

break down, and then these communities would become the carriers of the new planetary human genomic 

structure, getting ready to reconnect with the space humanity from Mars, the Moon and Jupiter around 

2050. 

 

At the same time, we have got new incoming other worldly races, eager to take over our solar system and 

its technology while humanity takes itself out, in ignorance, lack of knowledge and understanding of the 

advanced worlds they are part of. Organizations like the human-humanoid NOA and other similar post-war 

enhanced human projects in Europe are of course collaborating with these races, to ensure that their new 

type of humans get the best mentoring from the other worldly races and have a place in the new worlds 

under these races.2 

 

With this, We Have: 

 

1) The framework – the outlined challenges 

2) The process – what to do (to be invented) 

3) The expected outcome (what do we want the process to lead to?) 

 

 

We must learn about our true genetic origin, learn to progress in a more organized way, upgrade and claim 

the options we have left, and find ways so we are not get run over by the inbuilt activation systems of the 

secret projects, and in that avoid the future under the new incoming races.  

 

 
1 The hidden human-alien military organization behind the upcoming secret space program are already running and unfolding, 
having selected, and shipped out their portion of the future humanity to new workstations places around Mars, the Moon and 
attempted on Jupiter. Working on reviving the old human technologies there.  
2 I do not know who they are. To get in connection to them, I must integrate their consciousness genetics and I do not want to do 
that. I have had enough of interference into my energy system and consciousness from off worlders working with the humanoid 
races the last 10 years (not by my own free will). The new races are bound to be humanoid-human races from the future, probably 
the off spring of the alien-military human projects such as NOA and the enhanced human children, which can be categorized into 
four groups to re-seed the Westernized parts of the world: The Neo-Nordics (sciences), the Neo-Adamics (the breeders and 
workers), the Neo-Aryans (the leaders) and the Neo-Atlanteans (military-tech). 
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Humans must step up to their full potentials in daily energy work, learning to deal with the technology they 

have got inserted and the alien humanoid genetics to be cleared out.  

 

Humans must develop out of their current belief systems and develop a new type of mind from which the 

hidden realities can be perceived and worked with. 

 

The Big Questions Are  

 

1) Who, of the old type of human genetic structure, is ready to do this work and what it entails in the 

learning process of the hidden realities, the clans, the insectoids, the technologies, and the code 

sheets linked to diverse technology of which some are difficult to shut down without the inner sight 

and sensing, and not in our favor connecting us to the humanoid alien automatic devices?  

2) This technology is everywhere in our homes, in public places etc. because its non-local and follows 

the genetics of the human. 

3) And how do we begin the work of teaching these sciences to humans with dormant brain capacity?  

4) What is to be learned to shift the mindset out of the outdated spiritual belief systems into a highly 

advanced technological hidden reality?  

5) How are we to teach humans what they hold in their energy system, unknowingly of alien genetics 

and technologies, going off as holograms with a genetic-energy package affecting our energy 

systems in a negative way, as our reality lifts into the hidden realities? 

6) How are we to teach humans that they are engineered to be weapons to take out the old type of 

humans (the Supersoldier programs under the Sirian-Orion-Zeta races all over the world), having 

inserted organic genetics break down systems to affect other humans.  

7) How are we to manage the old reversed code sheets in humans from e.g., the 4th cycle human 

programs, holding holographic magic, reversing the code sheets in other humans. 

8) How are we to meet the new engineered hybrid children, engineered to activate on their own. And 

in this present an awareness, we barely can keep up with? Worst case scenario a world led by 

children, with little to none empathy or understanding of human emotions and behavior.  

9) How are we to change the existing systems running our primitive current world into systems where 

the new humans are part and the old type of humans (us) can live side by side? 

10) Are we to let the alien technologies go into a full break down of environment and structures, 

leading to a premature resetting in the years to come?  

11) And how do we face up to the energetic challenges this will bring about? 

 

 

Humans must learn to understand that other humans are not their enemy but fellow humans, which have 

been manipulated, re-engineered and made into something they have no control over. Or has got insectoid 

technology, all from artificial bugs to possessing entities, attached to them. We must help each other to 

become harmless and learn to deal with the hidden programs, genetics, and technologies, put into these 

humans to take out the humans that could make changes in the world, activating the original human 

genetics.  

 

We must face that the next global war is not an outer war to come, it is already here, hidden in the code 

sheets of selected humans carrying targeted genetics structures to take out the remaining original human 

genetics that could activate the original technology and in that regain control of our solar system. 
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We must face that the breaking down is orchestrated by humanoid alien dismantling technology and NOT 

part of an ascension process and only if we master energy, our own energy system and are observant of 

the effect we have on others, can we get through this as a race. 

 

Solar System Dimensional Bridges 
The dimensional bridges are intersection points of dimensions and densities, i.e., where dimensions and 

densities cross or intersect each other. The intersection points of a density and its gridworks (dimensions) 

can be seen as the position, where one dimension or a whole density shifts into a new one.  

 

Each intersection point therefore generates a dimensional bridge (aka a star gate) due to the differences in 

dimensions and the densities they stem from. Because of the dissimilarities in dimensions and in the 

features of the densities, the dimensional bridges differ from each other. Hence the dimensional bridges do 

not have the same facilities of enabling: 

 

1. Entry (only able to enter a dimension). 

2. Exit (only able to leave a dimension). 

3. Exit & entry (able to enter and leave a dimension). 

4. Connection (the bridges are used as communication devises through the genetics – this differs 

from telepathy, where the genetics can connect to each other due to their similarities. Telepathy is 

done by projection of consciousness into the radiation field of the one holding the identical 

genetics, be it copies or from the same racial generation of genetics.  

5. Transformation (is only achievable when the energy system has developed the genetics and is done 

with the dimension and thus elevates, or has integrated TEGs enabling the same thing to take 

place). 

6. Dimensional shift (can be done by insertion of advanced TEGs enabling this, or by manipulation of 

the energy system, done by the individual having full control over the energy system, the 

integrated genetics, and the upper template and from here shift their organic form from one level 

to another. 

 

The use of the dimensional bridge is determined by the integrated genetics of the level one energy system. 

The integrated genetics are for their part determined by the possibilities of the template genetics and these 

can be soul genetics or TEGs, or both.  

 

Many TEGs are engineered specifically to enable the humanoid form to utilize the dimensional bridges in 

one of the six variations. Other TEGs are engineered to enable the energy system to access the dimensional 

bridges, leaving the organic form temporarily behind in a hibernated state in the dimension that is left 

behind. Then the traveling level one energy system, with the personality intact despite the hibernated 

organic form, can take on another dimensional form in the visiting dimension by inserting TEGs to enable 

the energy system to match the new dimensional light coding.  

 

Engineered TEGs have many functions and the most important is the dimensional bridges, especially seen 

in the light of the fact that most of the regressed races as well as the new stellar races are not able to 

utilize the dimensional bridges.  
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Most of the dimensional bridges were generated shortly after the timeline event by the ancient stellar 

races and thus link up to older generations of TEGs and genetics. Given that the later stellar races have little 

resemblance to their ancient forefathers, the genetics in the DE1D3 humanoids have a big role to play in 

why we have been sealed off and utilized as we have.  

 

The sealing off from the personality in the level one energy system, have enabled the later stellar races to 

utilize the dimensional bridges by temporarily borrowing (or buying) a sealed off energy system. It has also 

been done by harvesting the template genetics and inserting these into their energy systems (most of the 

foreign genetics are repulsed, but they can work fine enough for a short period granting the dimensional 

access) and by extracting the integrated viable genetics from sealed off energy systems, leaving the 

emptied level one energy system to decay in the reintegration cycles and so forth.  

 

The extracted genetics are utilized as the core in a TEG, enabling the TEG to perform the same features that 

are in the extracted genetics. Thus, the harvesting and extracting of genetics must be seen in the light of 

the dimensional bridges too and not only as food for the dark ones. The dimensional bridges with the 

facilities of entry and exit are mostly utilized by organic forms, i.e., the later stellar races travelling from 

one dimension to another.  

 

Bridges, where it is possible to transform energetically (shifting in and out of organic forms) are utilized by 

humanoids having shed off their organic form and now are positioned in the energy system with its 

template getting ready to take on a new organic form in another dimension, either higher or lower all 

depending on the quanta of the genetics. Humanoids with templates holding a higher ratio of TEGs do not 

need to progress their genetics into higher levels of quanta in the vibration field since they are fueled by 

the artificial genetics often set up to be able to unfold organic forms in a range of dimensions.  

 

The connection facility is part of the dimensional bridges between races unfolding in the same dimension. 

The stellar races can connect energetically through the connecting dimensional bridge with the purpose of 

sharing information, goods, and similar items. 

 

The dimensional bridges represent the humanoid races the DE1D3 can house or fuel genetically via the 

gridworks and the blueprints imbedded in them (the inner three races being the true DE1D3 earth 

humanoids that retracted to Hallow Earth and by this sealing off the three inner bridges, which link to 

Hallow Earth). 

 

Together the pillars and the bridges keep the whole DE1D3 system stable. The bridges are an important 

part of the future scenarios given that the areas holding functional bridges can contact the other 

dimensions and thus are in power of all the knowledge they need to control the planet. The active 

dimensional bridges also prevent the areas surrounding the bridges from becoming unstable, if and when a 

pole shift happens. 

 

The areas with nonfunctional bridges are to face a rough time in the future because the dimensional 

bridges are the last thing keeping the quantum flux field stable when the crystal pillars cannot hold the 

quantum flux field steady anymore. The pillars are under the process of dissolving, due to the link up to the 

astral barrier and astral plane, and the high level of decaying these energies are in. The light coding of the 

pillars is deteriorating as we speak.  
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As the grid of the pillars dissolve the remaining coding will retract to Hallow Earth because of light coding 

similarity (the containing grid is gone) and the quantum flux fields of the DE1D3 will return to their original 

unsettled state. In this case only the dimensional bridges will keep the countries and landmasses, as we 

know them. All other areas will return to the morphing in and out, unless they are inhabited by citizens 

with a strong genetic set up being able to counteract the instability in the flux fields.  

 

 

Overview of the Dimensional Bridges  

 

  Easter Island         Destroyed        Exit/Dimensional Shift  

D3 Pacific Ocean Active  All Facilities/Secret 

  India Sealed off Connection/Transformation  

  Japan                    Active Entry/Exit  

  Russia Active Connection 
 

 

  Iraq/Sumer Sealed off  Entry/Connection 

D4 Egypt (Sphinx) Active Exit/Entry 

  Israel Sealed off Exit/Entry/Connection 

  Peru     Destroyed Exit/Entry/Transformation  

  China Active Entry/Connection 

 
 

  France Active        Connection  

  Brazil Active Exit/Entry 

D5  Tibet Sealed off Exit/Entry/Connection 

  Crete Destroyed             Exit/Entry/Connection 

   

 

   

  South Africa Destroyed Exit/Entry/Transformation  

D6 North Pole  Active Exit/Dimensional Shift 

  Australia Active Exit/Entry/Connection 

  South Pole Active Entry/Transformation  

   

 

    

 

The active 3D dimensional bridge in Japan is under the control of the Japanese LWBs, holding a mix of 

ancient DE1D3 humanoid genetics (from the ones that were slaughtered) and avian genetics. The bridge in 

Japan is one of the oldest. The three bridges in the Pacific Ocean are part of the Hyperborean Isle and will 

be used in the rising of the landmass.  

 

 


